Sam’s Falling

creates a ..subtle..sonic..lift..

Available CD’s
Coinciding .. (2009)

Sam's Falling creates yet another ..subtle..sonic..lift.. with their 2009 release of
"Coinciding ..", their 3rd CD. Songs are lifted in tempo, and come in .. even closer.
Intimacy and groove in the subtle styling of Sam's Falling.
Cynthia Hall and Pim Bouwens, the heart of Sam's Falling, have meshed artistically
since the 90's; forever growing and exploring their creative souls. Based in Metro
Vancouver, Canada, Sam's Falling expresses their take on all that touches them. And
what touches them are the intertwining paths of all living things, whatever their
purpose. Each moment fills the world over.
Sam's Falling regularly performs as a duo, trio or band in Metro Vancouver. As a
follow-up to their successful 2008 tour through Holland, Sam's Falling is set to tour
Europe in Spring 2010.
*************************************************

Simplify (2006)

“.. It is as if the creative forces that they both possess become a flawless unity. There
is an underlying and completely united intimacy … that allows these two artists to
remind us of commonly held things and to feel universal truths of the heart….”
Rod Drown (Journalist)

Cynthia (singer, songwriter) is of Dutch-Indonesian heritage, moving to Canada at
the age of 9. She filled her life with whatever pop/rock music the Canadian west
coast could offer her, touring with original and cover bands throughout BC and
Alberta. She led the bands with her sensuous, sonorous vocals, while exploring and
expressing her gentle vision of life in lyrics.
beyond the rumours edge (2002)

Contact: Cylimen Arts
samsfalling@cylimenarts.com

Pim (multi-instrumentalist, songwriter, arranger, engineer, producer) was born and
raised in The Netherlands, filling his life with rhythm in loud metal bands, as a young
talented drummer. He toured through Europe, and jammed with Metallica and
Anthrax. It became clear in his early twenties, that his talents reached deeper than
the one instrument. His innate musical sense burst forth, as he developed his skills
with other instruments, such as guitar, bass guitar and keyboards, as well as his
sense for arrangement, engineering and producing. His ability to write free-flowing,
subtly complex melodies also came natural to him. Pim is a one-man musical dynamo
if there ever was one.
Sam’s Falling … Enjoy !!

www.samsfalling.com

